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1 Introduction

Derivatives have been regularly vili…ed by regulators and the media. They
have been associated with increased stock market volatility and leverage and
have been blamed for mortally wounding some of the world’s largest banks.
Moreover they have been under particularly heavy attack in the context
of emerging markets, as being a potential source of instability to …nancial
markets in such economies, with potentially serious real consequences for the
economies.

Despite the bad press, world derivative volumes have continued to grow
by an impressive 10% to US $ 2,2bn during 1998. Similarly, trading volumes
are up in the South African derivates market, boosted by the strong rise
in Johannesburg Stock Exchange trade and the increased participation of
foreigners in South Africa’s security markets. This paper examines the role
of futures markets in the …nancial markets of one emerging economy, South
Africa, during a period of considerable volatility on world …nancial markets.

Derivatives have been hailed by practitioners, analysts and theorists, as
they play a valuable role in …nancial risk management and price discovery.
Of particular interest to these market participants has been the temporal
relationship between stock index futures prices and spot prices as this issue
has implications for some fundamental concepts in …nancial theory, notably
market e¢ciency and arbitrage.

The literature on the relationship between futures and spot markets recog-
nizes the centrality of the role and function of arbitrageurs who transmit
information into both futures and spot markets by taking advantage of risk
free pro…table opportunities between futures and spot markets. A linkage
between spot market and the futures market is maintained by arbitrageurs,
such that a no-arbitrage pricing relationship between the futures price and
the underlying spot price is determined by the net cost of holding the asset
relative to taking a futures position. In attempting to exploit relative mis-
spricing across the spot and futures market, arbitrageurs ensure that this fair
value is relatively quickly reestablished - though the presence of transactions
costs may allow some divergence of the actual price from its fair price.

This understanding of the impact of arbitrage leads to a speci…c concep-
tion of e¢cient futures and spot markets. An e¢cient market is de…ned as
one in which there are no risk-free returns above opportunity costs and trans-
action costs, given investors’ information i.e. there are no pro…table arbitrage
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opportunities - see Dwyer and Wallace (1992).1 For the sake of clarity, it is
worth pointing out that this conception of e¢ciency in markets di¤ers from
that which has informed earlier discussions in the literature, which denied
the possibility of cointegration between prices in two e¢cient markets.2 Since
the no-arbitrage de…nition of e¢ciency presumes that all pro…table arbitrage
opportunities come to be exploited and re‡ected in spot and futures prices,
it comes to be consistent with the presence of cointegration, as long as the
impact of transactions and opportunity costs are appropriately accounted
for. Futures prices and spot prices are linked by the arbitrage relationship,
hence making cointegration possible. The point is essentially that it would
be strange to consider a market with no expected utility increasing pro…t
opportunities due to expected utility maximizing acquisition of information
as ine¢cient. While the earlier understanding of the relationship between
cointegration and e¢ciency would have insisted on a verdict of ine¢ciency
for such a market, this does not follow for the no-arbitrage de…nition of e¢-
ciency.

While the theoretical discussion below provides greater detail, we can
illustrate the point readily by way of preamble. We have two possibilities
in the relationship between the forward price, F , and the spot price, S ,
mediated by the expected net cost of carry or “di¤erential”, denoted D.3

Where:

F > S (1 +D) (1)

we anticipate that arbitraging would trigger spot purchases and forward sales,

1And also the work of Levich (1985) and Ross (1987).
2See for instance Granger (1986), Baillie and Bollerslev (1989), MacDonald and Taylor

(1989), Coleman (1990), Booth and Mustafa (1991), Copeland (1991), Ghosh (1993), Fer-
ret and Page (1998) and some comments in Hakkio and Rush (1989) by way of example.
Dwyer and Wallace (1992) point out that this is e¤ectively based on the Fama (1970) con-
ception of e¢cient markets, in which the prices of assets would “fully re‡ect” all available
relevant information. As a consequence, it should not be possible to predict a price series
in one of the futures or spot markets on the basis of the other, precluding the possibility of
cointegration. If two price series are cointegrated it implies that Granger-causality must
exist in at least one direction, and possibly in both directions. Hence the presence of
any cointegrating relationship between futures and spot prices was held to contradict the
Fama (1970) de…nition of e¢ciency because it would imply that one price series can help
in forecasting the other. As Fama (1991) and others have now pointed out, stock prices
can be predictable even in e¢cient markets.

3We will discuss the question of what is to be included in D below.
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until the inequality is eliminated. Conversely, where:

F < S (1 +D) (2)

we anticipate that arbitraging would trigger spot sales and forward purchases,
until the inequality is eliminated.

The attraction of the arbitraging mechanism is that it serves as a means
of price discovery. If the arbitraging mechanism works e¤ectively, we would
anticipate that for the most part markets would be characterized by:

F = S (1 +D) (3)

provided only that we have correctly speci…ed D.
What this implies is that the spot and futures prices should co-move over

time, provided that the appropriate spot and futures prices are employed,
and provided that the net cost-of-carry has been correctly speci…ed. Alter-
natively, we might say that F; S;D » CI, i.e. the three series should be
cointegrated where the arbitrage mechanism is operative, since the arbitrag-
ing mechanism is forcing the di¤erent series to “move together” over time.
Any residual that remains should therefore be » I (0).

In testing for the presence of cost-of-carry arbitrage in the South African
spot and futures markets, we employ end-of-day data for South African fu-
tures and spot markets over the 1996-98 period.

2 Arbitrage, Asset Markets and Cointegration

We can be more precise about the anticipated relationship between futures
prices, spot prices and the cost of carry di¤erential - our duscussion here
closely follows Brenner and Kroner (1995).

Assume that the continuously compounded returns from spot prices are
normally distributed with ¹ mean and variance

Pn
i=1 °

2
i . Then we can have

the spot price evolving in terms of an n-factor geometric Brownian motion,
given by:

dSt = ¹Stdt+
nX

i=1

°iStdWi;t (4)

where Wi;t ; n = 1; :::; n are n sources of standard Brownian motions rep-
resenting n sources of uncertainty, ¹ now represents the instantaneous rate
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of return, and the °i the di¤usion coe¢cients. Where n = 1 we have the
Black-Scholes di¤usion process employed in their option pricing process,
dSt = ¹Stdt + °1StdW1;t, in which case ¹ and °1 are the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the continuously compounded returns respectively. Solving
equation 4 and log transforming we obtain:

lnSt ¡ lnSt¡k =
Ã
¹¡ 1

2

nX

i=1

°2i

!
k +

nX

i=1

°i (Wi;t ¡Wi;t¡k) (5)

implying that the growth rate in the spot price reduces to a constant and
residual, where the residual » IIN (0;

Pn
i=1 °

2
i ). Thus we have lnSt » I (1).

Assume next that: (a.) equities have known dividends, (b.) investors
are indi¤erent between purchasing a stock and collecting the dividends, and
buying a risk-free bond to purchase the equity later at a previously contracted
forward price, and (c.) that there is a non-zero correlation between the risk-
free interest rate, the continuous dividend yield, and the spot price of equities.
Let P dt=t¡k = e

¡krt=t¡k , where rt=t¡k represents the domestic risk-free k-period
interest rate at time t ¡ k. Hence P dt=t¡k represents the compounded rate of

return on risk-free alternatives to equity. Also, let P ft=t¡k = e
¡kVt=t¡k where

Vt=t¡k represents the dividend yield on the stock between t¡k and t. As such
P ft=t¡k represents the rate of return on the stock. Under these conditions,
and as long as arbitrage-based trading strategies enforces the cost-of-carry
relationship, we expect:

Ft=t¡k = St¡k ¢
P ft=t¡k
P dt=t¡k

¢ eQt=t¡k

= St¡k ¢Dt=t¡k ¢ eQt=t¡k (6)

) ln Ft=t¡k = ln St¡k + lnDt=t¡k +Qt=t¡k (7)

where Ft=t¡k denotes the price of the futures contract at time t¡ k to expire
at time point t, and Qt=t¡k is an adjustment term for marking-to-market
features of futures contracts. The adjustment term depends on the volatility
of the interest rate and spot processes, and ! 0 as k ! 0. Qt=t¡k is obtained
from:

Qt=t¡k =
tX

i=t¡k

Z t

t¡k
adi (v; T ) [adi (v; T) ¡ afi (v; T) ¡ ±di (v)] (8)
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where adi (v; T ) denotes volatility of the domestic bond prices, afi (v; T )
volatility of equity prices, and ±di (v) volatility of the net return on equity
versus bonds. For the purposes of estimation, fortunately the expression
of equation 8 may be treated as a constant, and will thus not have to be
separately calculated.

Note also note that Dt=t¡k = e¡k(Vt=t¡k¡rt=t¡k), or the net rate of return
on stocks relative to the risk-free alternative o¤ered by bonds.

Equation 7 carries some immediate implications. We already know lnSt¡k »
I (1), and since Qt=t¡k ! 0 as k ! 0, unless ln St¡k; lnDt=t¡k » CI (1;¡1)
(i.e. are cointegrated such as to form a stationary linear combination of
variables), it follows that therefore ln Ft=t¡k » I (0). Note that a su¢cient
condition for this to be satis…ed would be that lnDt=t¡k » I (0). Further, we
note that the forward premium (basis) lnSt¡k ¡ lnFt=t¡k, would be serially
correlated as long as the cost-of-carry is serially correlated (as is likely given
its composition in terms of r; V ), which would serve to explain persistence in
forward premia.

Finally, a combination of equations 5 and 7 allows us to specify:

lnSt ¡ lnFt=t¡k =

Ã
¹¡ 1

2

nX

i=1

°2i + Qt=t¡k

!
k + lnDt=t¡k (9)

+
nX

i=1

°i (Wi;t ¡Wi;t¡k)

such that the di¤erence between the spot and futures price has three com-
ponents:

1. A constant term,
¡
¹¡ 1

2

Pn
i=1 °

2
i + Qt=t¡k

¢
k. This represents an ex-

pected change term, which may be either positive or negative, as de-
termined by the magnitude of the relevant parameters. Note also that
the Qt=t¡k term may be subsumed into the constant, since it is non-
stochastic.

2. The cost-of-carry term, or the di¤erential over the remaining life of
the futures contract, and which re‡ects the relative rates of return on
risk-free assets and the dividend returns from stocks. In particular,
lnDt=t¡k = ¡k

¡
Vt=t¡k ¡ rt=t¡k

¢
.

3. The random noise term,
Pn

i=1 °i (Wi;t ¡Wi;t¡k), due to the in‡uence of
the underlying economic factors,Wi;t, and which is » IIN (0;

Pn
i=1 °

2
i ).
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It is now apparent why:

² as long as lnDt=t¡k = ¡k
¡
Vt=t¡k ¡ rt=t¡k

¢
» I (0), then

¡
lnSt; lnFt=t¡k

¢
»

CI (1;¡1).

² if lnDt=t¡k = ¡k
¡
Vt=t¡k ¡ rt=t¡k

¢
» I (1), then as long as long as

lnDt=t¡k; ln St¡k are not cointegrated, then we have
¡
ln St; ln Ft=t¡k; lnDt=t¡k

¢
»

CI(1;¡1), since
Pn

i=1 °i (Wi;t ¡Wi;t¡k) » IIN (0;
Pn

i=1 °
2
i ). But it

does mean that in order for cointegration in the basis to be found, re-
quires that the cost-of-carry be included in the test for the presence of
cointegration.

But we note that the nature of the cointegrating relationship amongst the
variables is critically dependent on the integrating characteristics of lnDt=t¡k.
In order to construct a legitimate test of cointegration, it is vital that the
correct choice is made with respect to the prices chosen in terms of the time
at which the prices are measured. In terms of the above exposition, what is
critical:

² is not whether the current forward and realized spot prices are em-
ployed (i.e.lnSt; lnFt=t¡k), or whether contemporaneous forward and
spot prices are chosen (i.e. ln St¡k; ln Ft=t¡k); the reason for this is that
the proposition provides for cointegration at any lead or lag

² but what is critical, is that the time to expiration k is kept constant,
while the time to expiration t is changing.

The last point is crucial, since if we had a constant t and a k moving
toward zero, then it is inevitably the case that the spot and futures prices have
to converge on one another. Any test for cointegration would thus potentially
be misled into …nding an absence of cointegration since the residual from
equation 7 would have a variance which would approach zero over time,
precluding the possibility of covariance stationarity. To avoid this di¢culty
in the empirical work which is to follow, however, we exclude the possibility
of expiry on the futures contract from any data employed in estimation.
Instead, we roll over to the next futures contract as the date of expiration
approaches. While the variance of residuals will strictly speaking still be
time-varying, in practice this is unlikely to be critical, since the power of
cointegration tests to identify time varying variance in residuals is limited.
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As a last point here, we note that to the best of our knowledge, there
appear to be no studies internationally that examine whether the interest
rate-dividend yield spread is stationary. Again, this information is cru-
cial in formulating the correct test for cointegration in the current context.
Stationarity implies that we may move to a test of the stationarity of the
(i.e.lnSt; lnFt=t¡k) linear combination directly - where it is not, we have to
test for stationarity of the (i.e.ln St; ln Ft=t¡k; lnDt=t¡k) linear combination.

3 The Data

The study employed end-of-day data containing spot and futures prices of the
ALSI 40 index, and end-of-day information on the risk free interest rate on
government bonds, the dividend yield on shares, and the transactions costs
of cost of carry trades (set at 1.5 percent). The sample period covered the
1996 to 1998 time frame, therefore including the period of market turbulence
associated with the emerging market crises in 1997 and 1998. The data set
provided a total of 751 observations.

This allows for the construction of the following cost-of-carry term:

lnCOCt = ln
¡
rt=t¡k ¡ Vt=t¡k + ¿

¢
(10)

where r; V are de…ned as above as the risk free rate of return on government
bonds and the dividend yield on shares, and ¿ denotes the transactions costs
of cost of carry trades (set at 1.5 percent).4

In Table 1, we report standard augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistics on
the univariate time series characteristics of our data. In terms of the evidence,
we note at the outset that not only the spot and futures prices are » I(1), but
that lnCOCt » I (1). Thus, in terms of the preceding discussion, it follows
that the appropriate speci…cation to test for the presence of cointegration
would be:

lnSt = ®+ ¯1 lnFt + ¯2 lnCOCt + ut (11)

where ln St and lnFt denote the log of spot and futures prices respectively.

4The latter was determined on the basis of interviews with market participants.
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ADF ADF
lnF ¡1:49 ¢ lnF ¡14:89¤
lnS ¡1:19 ¢ lnS ¡25:05¤
lnCOC ¡1:59 ¢ lnCOC ¡6:68¤

Table 1: Augmented Dickey Fuller Statistics. Order of augmentation chosen
by Akaike’s Information Criterion. * denotes rejection of the null of a unit
root.

Null Alternative Eigenvalue 95%Critical T race 95%Critical
Statistic V alue Statistic V alue

r = 0 r = 1 39:78¤ 21:12 49:51¤ 31:54
r · 1 r = 2 5:30 14:88 9:73 17:86

Table 2: Cointegration Based on Maximal Eigenvalue of the Stochastic Ma-
trix: * denotes statistical signi…cance; 618 observations; VAR order =8; list
of variables included in cointegrating vector: lnS, lnF, lnCOC; List of eigen-
values is descending order: 0.06, 0.009, 0.007,

4 Empirical Methodology and Estimation Results

Estimation proceeds by both Johansen FIML VECM’s,5 and Pesaran, Shin
& Smith ARDL6 cointegration techniques. Both techniques of estimation are
well established, so that can proceed directly.

We test for the number of cointegrating vectors present between vari-
ables in terms of Johansen trace and maximal eigenvalue test statistics or in
terms of PSS F-tests (which determine the direction of association between
variables). We begin with estimations that do not control for the impact of
the Asian crisis. Table 2 reports the Johansen trace and maximal eigenvalue
test statistics, while Table 3 reports the PSS F-statistics. Both imply the
presence of a single cointegrating relationship between the variables, and the
PSS F-tests further imply that lnSt is the outcome, and lnFt and lnCOCt
the forcing variables, as would be implied by the cost of carry arbitrage
relationship.

The cointegrating vector estimated by means of Johansen FIML is given

5See Johansen (1991) and Johansen and Juselius (1990), and also Wickens (1996),
Johansen and Juselius (1990, 1992), Pesaran and Shin (1995a, 1995b), Pesaran, Shin and
Smith (1996).

6See Pesaran and Shin (1995b) and Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1996).
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F¡ statistic
lnS 4:53¤

lnF 2:18
lnCOC 1:59

Table 3: PSS F-statistics; * denotes a value above the upper bound

by:

lnSt =0:95
(0:12)

lnFt¡ 0:06
(0:01)

lnCOCt (12)

(…gures in parentheses denote standard errors), while that estimated by
means of PSS ARDL is given by:7

lnSt =0:96
(0:01)

lnFt¡ 0:05
(0:01)

lnCOCt+ 0:48
(0:13)

(13)

implying a high degree of consistency between the two estimation methods.8

For both estimation methods the coe¢cients of the equilibrium relationship
prove to be statistically signi…cant.9 Moroever, for both estimation meth-
ods, the anticipated negative lnCOC coe¢cient emerges, and the null of
proportionality between spot and futures prices cannot be rejected for either
methodology.

Tables 1 and 2 report the associated error correction models for the two
long run equilibrium relationships estimated by the VECM and ARDL coin-
tegration approaches respectively. The implication is of a set of long run
parameters that conform to the prior expectations generated by the cost-of-
carry relationship, while the error correction model con…rms the presence of
a long term stable relationship between variables.

Finally, we test for the possibility that the emerging market crises of
1997 and 1998 may have disrupted either the existence of the arbitraging
relationship between spot and futures markets.

The impact of the emerging markets crises were tested for in a number
of respects:

7The optimal lag length for the ARDL was 4, 2, 8 for lnS, lnF, lnCOC respectively.
8This is as should be, since PSS ARDL amounts to a single equation aplication of

Johansen.
9 In the case of Johansen FIML, this requires the application of overidentifying restric-

tions on the cointegration space. Test statistics are distributed Â2, and are available from
the authors.
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      ECM for variable LNS estimated by OLS based on cointegrating VAR(8)
*******************************************************************************
 Dependent variable is dLNS
 618 observations used for estimation from  114 to  731
*******************************************************************************
 Regressor               Coefficient       Standard Error         T-Ratio[ Prob]
 Intercept                  .15851                . 049177                 3.2232[.001]
 dLNS1                     .069926              .14250                   .49070[.624]
 dLNF1                    -.0094065            .12676                  -.074209[.941]
 dLNCOC1              -.019354              .075327                -.25693[.797]
 dLNS2                      .0076499           .14363                   .053261[.958]
 dLNF2                    -.0066642            .12661                  -.052636[.958]
 dLNCOC2              -.11485                .075424                -1.5228[.128]
 dLNS3                    -.060091              .14288                  -.42057[.674]
 dLNF3                    -.0072626            .12580                  -.057731[.954]
 dLNCOC3               .11055                .074894                 1.4760[.140]
 dLNS4                    -.080341              .14116                  -.56915[.569]
 dLNF4                    -.012944              .12336                  -.10493[.916]
 dLNCOC4              -.055109              .074842                -.73634[.462]
 dLNS5                     .012421              .13945                  .089071[.929]
 dLNF5                    -.033345              .12132                  -.27486[.784]
 dLNCOC5                .088381             .074665                1.1837[.237]
 dLNS6                      .21799               .13436                  1.6225[.105]
 dLNF6                     -.19802               .11660                  -1.6983[.090]
 dLNCOC6                 .059959             .075219               .79713[.426]
 dLNS7                      .13771                .12773                 1.0781[.281]
 dLNF7                     -.16008               .11073                  -1.4456[.149]
 dLNCOC7                .056720              .074183               .76459[.445]
 ecm1(-1)                  -.28218               .087273                -3.2333[.001]
*******************************************************************************
 List of additional temporary variables created:
 dLNS = LNS-LNS(-1) ; dLNS1 = LNS(-1)-LNS(-2) ; dLNF1 = LNF(-1)-LNF(-2) ;
 dLNCOC1 = LNCOC(-1)-LNCOC(-2) ; dLNS2 = LNS(-2)-LNS(-3) ; dLNF2 = LNF(-2)-LNF(-3) ;
 dLNCOC2 = LNCOC(-2)-LNCOC(-3) ; dLNS3 = LNS(-3)-LNS(-4) ;  dLNF3 = LNF(-3)-LNF(-4) ;
 dLNCOC3 = LNCOC(-3)-LNCOC(-4) ; dLNS4 = LNS(-4)-LNS(-5) ; dLNF4 = LNF(-4)-LNF(-5) ;
 dLNCOC4 = LNCOC(-4)-LNCOC(-5) ;  dLNS5 = LNS(-5)-LNS(-6) ; dLNF5 = LNF(-5)-LNF(-6) ;
 dLNCOC5 = LNCOC(-5)-LNCOC(-6) ; dLNS6 = LNS(-6)-LNS(-7) ; dLNF6 = LNF(-6)-LNF(-7) ;
 dLNCOC6 = LNCOC(-6)-LNCOC(-7) ; dLNS7 = LNS(-7)-LNS(-8) ; dLNF7 = LNF(-7)-LNF(-8) ;
 dLNCOC7 = LNCOC(-7)-LNCOC(-8) ; ecm1 =    1.0000*LNS   -.95144*LNF +  .056537*LNCOC
*******************************************************************************
 R-Squared                                  . 058784             R-Bar-Squared                            .023983
 S.E. of Regression                      . 016149            F- stat.                    F ( 22, 595)    1.6891[.026]
 Mean of Dependent Variable     - .4793E-3         S.D. of Dependent Variable        .016346
 Residual Sum of Squares           . 15517              Equation Log-likelihood             1684.6
 Akaike  Info. Criterion               1661.6               Schwarz Bayesian Criterion       1610.7
 DW- statistic                               1.9930              System Log-likelihood                6075.0
*******************************************************************************
                               Diagnostic Tests
*******************************************************************************
*    Test Statistics                       *        LM Version                    *         F Version                           *
*******************************************************************************
*                                                 *                                                *                                                    *
* A :Serial Correlation                *  CHSQ(   1)=   .50120[.479] *  F(   1, 594)=   .48213[.488]       *
*                                                  *                                               *                                                     *
* B :Functional Form                  *  CHSQ(   1)=   .72106[.396]  *  F(   1, 594)=   .69387[.405]      *
*                                                  *                                                *                                                   *
* C :Normality                             *  CHSQ(   2)=   4910.8[.000]  *       Not applicable                     *
*                                                  *                                                 *                                                   *
* D :Heteroscedasticity               *  CHSQ(   1)=  25.7823[.000]   *  F(   1, 616)=  26.8176[.000]   *
*******************************************************************************

Figure 1: Johansen Error Correction
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          Error Correction Representation for the Selected ARDL Model
          ARDL(4,2,8) selected based on Akaike Information Criterion
*******************************************************************************
 Dependent variable is dLNS
 618 observations used for estimation from  114 to  731
*******************************************************************************
 Regressor               Coefficient       Standard Error         T-Ratio[ Prob]
 dLNS1                     -.16493            .039000                  -4.2289[.000]
 dLNS2                       .032459          .013033                  2.4906[.013]
 dLNS3                      -.022695          .013044                 -1.7400[.082]
 dLNF                         .81162             .010567                 76.8055[.000]
 dLNF1                       .12970             .034037                 3.8105[.000]
 dLNCOC                   .039254           .022390                 1.7532[.080]
 dLNCOC1                 .2207E-3         .022423                 .0098440[.992]
 dLNCOC2                -.070247           .022419                 -3.1333[.002]
 dLNCOC3                -.5350E-3         .021880                 -.024450[.981]
 dLNCOC4                -.011193           .021554                 -.51932[.604]
 dLNCOC5                  .049359          .021634                 2.2815[.023]
 dLNCOC6                -.015947           .021713                -.73446[.463]
 dLNCOC7                  .054360          .021788                 2.4949[.013]
 dCONST                    .079014           .024304                 3.2511[.001]
 ecm(-1)                     -.16470             .022282                 -7.3918[.000]
*******************************************************************************
 List of additional temporary variables created:
 dLNS = LNS-LNS(-1)
 dLNS1 = LNS(-1)-LNS(-2)
 dLNS2 = LNS(-2)-LNS(-3)
 dLNS3 = LNS(-3)-LNS(-4)
 dLNF = LNF-LNF(-1)
 dLNF1 = LNF(-1)-LNF(-2)
 dLNCOC = LNCOC-LNCOC(-1)
 dLNCOC1 = LNCOC(-1)-LNCOC(-2)
 dLNCOC2 = LNCOC(-2)-LNCOC(-3)
 dLNCOC3 = LNCOC(-3)-LNCOC(-4)
 dLNCOC4 = LNCOC(-4)-LNCOC(-5)
 dLNCOC5 = LNCOC(-5)-LNCOC(-6)
 dLNCOC6 = LNCOC(-6)-LNCOC(-7)
 dLNCOC7 = LNCOC(-7)-LNCOC(-8)
 dCONST = CONST-CONST(-1)
 ecm = LNS   -.96011*LNF +  .053625*LNCOC   -.47974*CONST
*******************************************************************************
 R-Squared                                    . 91385               R-Bar-Squared                             .91155
 S.E. of Regression                       . 0048614           F- stat.                        F ( 14, 603)  455.3538[.000]
 Mean of Dependent Variable      - .4793E-3          S.D. of Dependent Variable          .016346
 Residual Sum of Squares            . 014203             Equation Log-likelihood                2423.5
 Akaike  Info. Criterion                 2406.5               Schwarz Bayesian Criterion          2368.8
 DW- statistic                                1.9915
*******************************************************************************
 R-Squared and R-Bar-Squared measures refer to the dependent variable
 dLNS and in cases where the error correction model is highly
 restricted, these measures could become negative.

Figure 2: ARDL Error Correction
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² Four shocks were controlled for during the course of 1997 and 1998
(July 1997, October 1997, May 1998 and August 1998)

² Three di¤erent “durations” of the crisis impact was tested for, for each
frequency of data: two week, four week and eight week durations.

In each case, the crisis was not found to a¤ect the presence of the ar-
bitraging relationship between the futures and spot markets.10 Moreover,
the characteristics of the arbitraging relationship was not found to be signif-
icantly a¤ected by controlling for the e¤ects of the crisis, in the sense that
the parameter values of the arbitraging relationship proved robust to the
inclusion of crisis dummies into estimation.

5 Evaluation and Discussion

Our empirical evidence is very clear in terms of its implications. We …nd
evidence for the presence of no more than a unique cointegrating vector
between the futures price, spot price and the cost of carry term.

The estimated long run relationship between the futures price, the spot
price and the cost of carry term conform to the prior expectations that
the cost of carry arbitrage relationship implies. In particular, regardless of
whether we employ Johansen VECM cointegration analysis, or PSS ARDL
estimations we …nd a statistically signi…cant unitary elasticity between fu-
tures and spot prices, and the anticipated statistically signi…cant negative
association betwen the cost of carry term and the spot price. Moreover, for
both the VECM and the ARDL cointegration estimations, error correction
is present, further con…rming the presence of an equilibrium relationship be-
tween the variables. While the dynamics are such as to imply relatively slow
convergence to equilibrium, this is not surprising. The cost of carry relation-
ship, while important for price discovery between futures and spot markets,
is not the only source of price discovery. Firm speci…c information is relevant
to the spot market, and may thus be the source of additional price movement
not captured by our model.

An examination of impulse responses to shocks to the cointegrating vec-
tor further con…rms the presence of a stable relationship between the three

1 0Full results from estimation incorporating crises are available from the authors on
request.
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variables11.
We note in passing that the unique cointegrating vector in the data, which

conforms to the COC relationship, precludes the possibility of a negative
feedback loop from futures to spot markets in South Africa.

The results of this paper thus con…rm the presence of the cost-of-carry ar-
bitrage relationship between South African futures and spot markets. More-
over, we have confrimed that the impact of the cost-of-carry relationship is
such as to provide a long run equilibrium relationship between futures and
spot markets. Our results thus imply that futures markets act as a means of
price discovery in South African …nancial markets, improving information in
markets, and allowing them to settle on equilibrium prices more rapidly.

Our …ndings imply that the South African futures and spot markets con-
form to the no-arbitrage de…nintion of e¢ciency - con…rming the expectations
set out in our introduction.
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